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Abstract: 

The border and crossing the border has often been used as a metaphor for translation 

activity. However, the actual real translation and interpreting happening at the border has not 

received the same attention. The border has recently become a very significant place of 

political contest. It is a place where large number of refugees are allowed, or more often not 

allowed, to cross, creating humanitarian crises. Some see the border as productive sites where 

cultures touch and intermingle. However, Mezzadra and Neilson discuss borders that are 

“conceived of as a site of struggle” (2013, 18).  

This paper draws on relevant theory in the area of translation and interpreting, with a 

particular focus on working with refugees, supplemented by the real-life experiences of field 

translators active during two significant refugee crises in the territory of the Republic of 

Macedonia.  

Tackling the question of the discrepancy between the prescribed neutrality and their 

real-life experience, the article will look at the different modes of work for translators and 

interpreters for refugees in emergency situations, especially situated at the border. It will 

especially look at the work of the translators and interpreters as agents for empowering the 

vulnerable. The analysis draws on aspects of intersection between translation theory and 

mediation theory. 
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